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EU

A company founded in 1992 specialized in refurbishment of vending

machines. Since 1995 the company has been dealing with all

automation related activities: raw materials, automatics, parts sales,

refurbishment, and distribution. A founding member of the National

Vending Machine Association (NASZ) and were among the first in

Hungary to introduce HACCP quality assurance system. In 2010, the

company established their dry food packaging plant. The company’s

main products are instant coffee, erythritol, xylitol, cooking pouches

(grains).
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A company backed by rich industry experience of more than a

decade and the assistance of their experienced professionals, the

company has emerged as a respected name in the field of offering

quality components with on-time delivery. The company is well

experienced to handle the process like - Precision Machined

Components, LPDC, HPDC and Gravity Die Casting, Forging, Sheet

metal / fabrication etc. They have customized solutions for

instrumentation industries like Bridle or Bypass chamber, manifold,

and valves, Flanges, etc. They are more focused on customer’s

required manufacturing process of Sourcing Components. e.g. If

customer requires precision turned machining components for

application of Oil & Gas or automobile sector. According to customer

required standard the company will source the product. The

Company is looking for customers for their services.
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CAPXIMIZE INDIA PVT.

LTD.

INNOPOLIS BIO

INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.

With best regards,
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